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Budget board begins scrutiny of UCB subsidy
BY BA8BARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer
Budget board took a
nary look at Univrstiy
board's proposed 1977-78
of approximately $24,000 on
Wednesday morning. The Budget board and UCB discussed
such topics as secretarial help,
confcrcnce membership, and service charges for ticket sales.
Included in UCB's pcopcui are
15 hours per week of paid
secretarial help. According to
UCB member Ted Staton. UCB
. kept a volunteer busy ten
, a week last rail.

Staton commented that such
volunteer help is rarely available.
Staton remarked. "If you could
device a system by which we
could share a secretary in the
University Center—with WWSU
or the Guardian or something,
that would be fine."
UCB's proposed conference
expenditures were also discussed. "They're v^ry fussy about
not giving you conference rates if
you weren't at the conference,"
explained UCB advisor Susan
Stockton "We get special rates
for videotapes and other things
because we're NEC members.
They're booking conferences.

mostly, and...(suppliers) can negotiate all their prices after they
get to know you. That's something we've found out."
Staton stated, "By reciprocal
agreement, the Hollow Tree attaches no service charges for
ticket sales." Staton argued that
a service charge would increase
ticket prices and thereby decrease the number of tickets
sold. Stockton added that the
no-service-charge
agreement
causes ticket sellers, outside
Wiight State University to give
student discounts to WSU students.
In other action, the Budget

board decided to grant $200 to
the Ebony Majestic Choir for a
May 1 concert at WSU. Patricia
Edwards, the group s president,
presented the EMC's request for
$365. A religious ensemble, the
group "i» all black right now,"
according to Edwards.
The Budget board's discretionary fund has been exhausted by
"cost overruns," according 10
Budget board President George
?»!oore.
Moore discussed the possibility of lending EMC $365 from the
Budget board's rotary fund.
Moore explained that, if EMC
recouped none of the $365, it

tly have to repay onethat amount, or $73, to the
fund. If EMC made exactly $365, it would repay that
amount. If EMC made over $365,
EMC would put $365 plus onefifth of the excess into the rotary
fund.
"IF you're going to take it out
of the rotary fund, you kiss it
goodby." Budget board advisor
O Edward Pollock asserted.
Pollock pointed out thai EMC
will not charge admission to the
concert, but will request a "free
will offering."
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Med school expands 50%
PY BAVE YETTER
Guardian Staff Writer
Permission was given by the
Liaison Committee on Medical
Education (LCME) for the expansion of the Wright State University Medical School next year by
50 percent. This wou'-J raise the
existing class from 32 students to
48 students next year.
Ruth Hardin, assistant public
relations and communications for
the school of medicine, said the
LCME visited the school to conduct t sight visit.
"Thev checked the school's
faculty and facilities," Hardin
stated, "to make sure we had the
proper equipment, and they in-

terviewed the students to see if
they were getting out of the
school what they intended."
Hardin noted it is the LCME
which decides whether or not the
school will get an increase in
students or not. and with the new
expansion Hardin commented.
"We got good marks."
Dr Robert Suriano. dean for
Student Affairs and Admissions,
School of Medicine, said the
LCME is a representation of both
the American Medical Association and the American Association of Medical Colleges. "It
reviews plans for the institution
in an attempt to assure the
quility given to other colleges
will be given to ours," he stated.

According to a recent Dayton
Daily News article, the LCME representatives will return to
Wright State next year to dete.
mine if the medical school will be
given permission to accept transfer students into the 32 member
first calss and expand the number of students in the third
freshman class.
Hardin said the school does
not foresee any problems with
further expansion but indicated a
lack of money could dampen
their future. "If we have a
setback in funds we won't be
able to expand.' she remarked,
"but we expect to increase our
enrollment to 100 students by
1980."

A, least one member of the WSU community will miss the water
that used to fill the moat. |Bob Paulson photo1

WSU Radiation and Safety committee increases protection
BY KATHERINE GASPER
Guardian Staff Writer
The Unviersity Radiation and
Isotope committee has changed
its name to the University Radiation and Safety commi'.tee, and
expanded it's duties.
"We changed our name and
also the responsibilities of regulating and handling, radiation devices." stated Dr George Kantor,
committee chairer
"We have beiome more encompassing.
The
operates under a lit
rized by the National
Commission. "The
which meets at least once a
quarter, has the responsibilities
of making sure that the radioactive devices are operating in
compliance with the laws under
the state, federal, and University
laws. Also me have the responsibility of making sure that individuals are being protected."
Kantor said,
"Our biggest consumer of isotopes are the biological sciences
department which uses them in
tracer studies. Also

department u--.es tiiem for research ard the study of the structure of matter." Kantor said.
"Over a yeai
would encounter problems if we did not
of the wastes from the
So a licensed company "
docs pick up .he wastes and dethem in a federally apdepos.tion center." exKantor.
Kantor said "Students are not
permit'ed to handle the isotopes
unless they are trained, and tv/o
different courses arc offered."
The following rules are currently used by the committee,
however they are expected to
change, according to Kantor.
The faculty or staff who wishes
to ii «e radioactive material
should acquire training and exercise in the principles and practices of radiaction protection,
radioactivity measurement, standardization and monitoring techniques. mathematics and calculations. measurements of radioactivity. and the biological effects
of radiation.
Some safety precautions are:
individuals film badges must bo

worn by the user of the radioac- can't be published because of the policies that I have made,
then he shouid go to the committive isotopes, survey meters re- another commission roles, and
tee and make an appeal." he
cording the radiat ion should be there's a conflict."
Austin said. "My job is in part said.
used while the individuals arc
The appointed members of the
to use my judgment to help
exposed to the isotopes,
people determine the rules and committee are: as follows, Chairing of the rooms and
areas should be checked period- regulations set by the University, er: George Kantor. biological
Alan Asharc. radiologiically, all containers of radio- state, and federal governments."
Emil Kmetec, bioA-stin rannot vote on the
active matrerial should be prostry. Thomas Listerperly labelled, standard signs radiation and Safety committee.
Charles Seover
This
policy
was
first
proposed
by
and tape which warn of radioPhysical Plant, Ex Offiactive insterial should be used on Austin. "I'm the guy who overall containers, and eating and sees and m.kes the procedures cio: Druse Austin, radiologic*!
drinking is not permitted where work. If a person wants to protest sciences.
radioactive isotopes are used or
stored.
According to Dr Austin, committee member, ex officio, carbon 14 and tritium ire the most
WSU will have a Writer in Residence by fall. Page 2
common radioactive materials
used at Wright State University.
WSU student Greg Presley is named Marketing Student of the
"The
of accidents on the
Year by the Dayton Chapter of the American Marketing
The difficulty
skin ar
Association. Page 3
some compounds
occurs
absorb
the skin.
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"We
records to prove
substances aren't
that
The GUARDIAN wtroducvm the Doctor s bag. which wUI appear
lost or
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Resumes for Ombudsman now being accepted

~ . .
Community. The new Ombuds
man must be "receptive to students", must posess good comThe Dean of Students' office is munication skills, and must be
now accepting resumes for the self-confident. Risachcr says that
new Ombudsman. The deadline the Ombudsman should not be a
for submitting a resume has been student who will "take on a
cause."
extended to April 24, by 5 pm.
One of the primary roles for an
Mark Halstcad's term as Ombudsman will end or. June 30, Ombudsman is that of neutral
observer.
He should try not to
1977.
The new Ombudsman assumes become too emotionally involved
in a situation.
his duties July "5.
Halstead asks first thai stu
The resume is reviewed by a
committee of seven people, The dents themselves try to remedy a
situation
before (hey come to him
committee consists of four students. two faculty members. anJ for help. If a student is having a
Mr O Edward Pollock. ;bc d.-an problem with a professor and he
seems to be getting no positive
of students.
According to Joanne Risachcr. response from that instructor, he
assistant dean of r'udents. the should contact the Ombudsman
committee is looking for a stu- Sometimes the Ombudsman can
dent who is generally know ledge- accompany a student (as an
able about the Wright State objective source) in his visit to a
BY RAMONCA RAW1.S
Guardian Staff Writer

,
.. "Hie main
I . u..
... again,
aasin he
hp stresses the importance
professor.
idea is to
head off any really big pro- of "fresh blood" in the office.
blems—to handle small difficul- Ea-h new Ombudsman will have
ties before they grow out of a different way of looking at
things, and Halstead considers
proportion
Not only does the Ombudsman that an attribute: the office will
take care of problems, but he fall into a rut if any one person
also provides general informa- hold the position too long.
Halstead says that the main
tion. especially to new students.
Halstead describes the Om- reason !te refuses to run again is
budsman as a trouoleshootcr. lie that he wishes to devote niosc
serves as j liaison between time to his studies. He presently
students and faculty when some- spends about 30 hours a week
either in the office or in that
one has a problem.
The office of Ombudsman has general area, which is on the first
been operating at Wright State floor of Allyn hall. Halstead says
that st.meone is almost always in
University for four yea.-s. Sur
prisingly enough, there has ne- the office to provide help or
ver been a female Ombudsman, information.
"It's important for someone
according to Risachcr.
Halstead has been the Om- just to be there in case someone
budsman for almost a yea. now . has a problem." said Halstead.
The Ombudsman has an assisIn reference to why he won't run

tant
t»nt and a secretary to share
s
the
workload and responsibility.
One candidate for the position
of Ombudsman is Richard Lie
Herman. Lieberman is. at this
time, the assistant to the Ombudsman.
Halstead says that any student
seeking the position of Ombudsman should have a "strong desire to do the job."
There is a lot of stress involved. not in major problems,
but just in everyday situations.
For that reason, the Ombudsmai.
must be a person who "enjoys
being and working with people,"
according to Halstead.
The Ombudsman must carry a
cumulative grade point average
of 2.0. He is paid $60 a week by
the University.

WSU Faculty discusses role of VP at meetings
BY CATHY CALKINS
Guardian Staff Writer
A series of three open meetings were held for the faculty to
discuss the role of the vicepresident of the faculty.
Current Vice-President Glenn
Graham and Vice-President Elect
Jacob Dorn held two of the
meetings on the main campus

and one at western branch.
Graham, at the end of his
term, and Dorn. who will be
taking over next month, wanted
to learn how faculty members
perceive the job of the vicepresident The vice-president of
the faculty is elected lor two
years, although the first year he
is vice-president elect anil assist-,
the vice-president, and the second year he becomes the official
vice-president.
"My job has been chairing
committees and running faculty
meetings." said Graham. He

a%ked if the faculty saw hiin in an
advocacy role. When considering
running for the job he questioned
the foimcr vice-presidents about
their roles and commented. "I
was lead to believe you became
the lather confessor for the faculty " Graham did not find himself in thai position during his
term.
Patricia Olds, asst professor,
music, said lhal she saw the
viee-prcsUknt in an advocacy
role commenting. "Most o f , u s
feel that the deans and the administrator meet, make deci-

sions and don't give a damn
about what we (faculty) feel,"
She said the vice-resident should
be an intermediating tone between the faculty and administration,
Dorn questioned whether or
not faculty members wanted (he
vice-president to take over a
larger leadership role by perhaps
reprimanding errant members.
Those attending the third meeting felt that it was the job of the
chaircr of the department and
preferred to sec him in an advocacy role
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funds are (here, so it won't
detain from the budget,"
Ga.'y Pacerniek. associate professor ot English, w ho heads up
the committee for the writer in
residence program, said about
the program the "visiting writer
will be a fairly well known writer
or poet. The writer will teach for
one quarter, then leave." Pacernick added. "If the program
works it will he made a yearly
event.''
Pacerniek said Ihc writers being considered "arc Stephen
Berg, editor of American I'ociry
Review. Ted Bernigan and Bill
Knott, both publishers of many
books."
Pacerniek said. "I'm all but
positive we will find somebody. I
got the choices for the writers
from a magazine called. Coda.
Pacerniek added. "Coda is a
magazine fot writers and poets

LAW SCHOOL I N T E R V I E W S
Counselors are
available daily at th»
To sign up for the

Spring Lab
April 29, 30 May 1
Deadline April 22
Cost: $15 includes food & lodging
111 Millett

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
COLLEGE OF LAW
to offer guidance and career planning
Call or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd.
Sepulveda, California 91343. Te!. 213-894-5711
The College of Law offers a full-time 3 yeat day program as well as part-tin*
day and evening programs. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of
Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California•
•1
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New undergrad catalog ready for distribution
BY CARE SCHMIDT
Guardian Staff Writer
The Undergraduate catalog 7778 ha* been printed, and is now
in the process of being distributed. According to Charlene McC'omas. who edits the catalog for
the University Publications office. "The -bur-color lover of the
new catalog is very eye-catching,
and did not increase production
conis significantly."
McComas went on to say it
"was the result of a conference
with Beaverireek high-school
students." McComas and Elenore Koch, Associate Provost for
Academic services, round a color
cover would be the most significant improvement possible over
this years award winning catalog.
This year's catalog won a first
place award in the catalogs
(schools with over 4000 students)
division of the 1976 Schools'
Publications Contest. Colleges
division, sponsored by National's
Schools Report, according to the

V - .
hv ,h*
list of winners released by the
magazine. "Bob Bingenheimer
(of University Publications office). did most of the layout work
on the catalog." McComas said.
The awards are based on copy
and 'resign, and first place awards were not given in many
categories of competition.
Ed Silver
student caucus
chairer. said. "A limited number
of the catalogs are still available
to students,
a need basis, in
the Student Caucus office."
25.000 copies of the Undergraduate Catalog 77-75 were
printed in March, a> d according
to Provost's memorandum No
77-8. are to be distributed as
follows:
One copy to every faculty and
unclassified staff member, including those at branch campuses.
Two copies, with a special
binding for easy use. arc to be
distributed io each department.
The University Library, the
Admissions office, and the Western Ohio Branch Campus are to

personnel)
personnel) will
will be
be distributed
through the Central Stores operation. at no cost.
Catalog dispersal will be coordinated bv James Wilson, Associate Director of Admissions Records.
The University Bookstore will
stock and carry copies for external requests at a charge of
per

additional copies
tb catalog
w p i e . of thwhen visiting high v ftocls. and
leave copies as needed.
A copy automatically goes to
each new applicant.
Registrars of institutions of
higher education throughout the
state will receive a copy.
All Ohio public libraries will
receive a copy.
Prospective transfer students
will receive a copy on request.
All other copies for internal
use (requested by University

receive six
s &copies
, c s each.
each.
receive
Student Caucus will have 1500
catalogs available, again on a
" n e e d " basis, to continuing students.
High schools within the recruiting radius are to receive a
copy. Any Ohio school will receive a copy on request. High
schools within the seven-county
radius of Wright State are to
receive three additional copies.
Office of Admissions Visitation
recruiting personnel are to take

copy.

Satisfy your
IceCream Urge
and Splurge at...

Marketing club

Student wins award

BV CATHY CALKINS
Guardian Staff Writer

Greg Presley, a senior marketing major at Wright 5!ate University. was named the area's
Marketing Student of the Year by
th-: Dayton chapter of the American Marketing Association at
their jwards banquet, last Wednesday night.
Presley and three other nominees were honored for their activities and leadership in the marketing field. The three other recipients were Robert Lucas of
Sinclair College. Victoria Kearns
of the University of Dayton, and
Scott Halm of Wittenberg University.
Presley war the president of
the Wright State Marketing club
this past year. Starting with a
planning committee of six members this summer the club increased its membership to 61.
Dr Herbert Brown, professor
of marketing and advisor to the
WSU Marketing club, remarked,
"Through Greg's leadership the
club membership level is three
times its historical high."
"Greg has a great deal of
leade.hsip ability." said Brown,
adding, " h e had the energy and
the skill required to orient others
in the right direction." Some of
the Marketing club's activities

for tms past year were: publishing a monthly Marketing club
newsletter, starting a Marketing
club library, a market survey
published in the Fairborn Daily
Herald, three tours to different
companies, and several money
making projects.
Presley has found the experience worthwhile saying, " I ' d do
it again, it was a lot of work and
took a lot of time but was really
worth it." His accomplishments
had their practical rewards when
two companies offered Presley
job interviews at the banquet.
Presley has a 4.0 grade point
average in his major and a 3.6
overall average, and in June he
will be inducted into (he Beta
Gamina Sigma honorary business
fraternitv.
Presley would like to go into
market research and planning as
his career.
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Banana
Pineapple
Cherry
Boysenberry

Chocolate
Vanilla
Blueberry
Reeae'a P e a n u t B u t t e r

Strawberry

B l a c k Cow

MORE SPLURGES
S t r a w b e r r y S u n d a e — Strawberries
topped

with

Whipped

Cream

over Vanilla

and

Pecan

Ice Cream,
.80

Pisces

H o t F u d g e S u n d a e — Whipped
Cream, Pecan Pieces,
Creamy Fudge embracing
a gobletful
of Vanilla Ice Cream

.80

P e a c h M e l b a — Sliced CUng Peaches surrounding
Vanilla
Ice Cream, topped with Raspberry
Syrup and Whipped Cream

.66

P r o r i t e r o l l e — Puff Paste
topped

with

Chocolate

Fresh Blueberry Pie
A p p l e Pie

Shell,

filled

with

Vanilla

Ice Cream,

.75

Sauce
Cheesecake
Apple Strudel

.50
.50
Strawberry Shortcake

.66
.50

.66
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Rebate rebounds
President Carter 's retraction of his promised SSO tax rebate is
probably one of the hottest issues of concern among America 's
immense working force.
How many of you have already Jilted your dreams with visions of
sugar plums in anticipation of Santa Carter's gift to the
multitudes?
With the present state of unemployment, u nationwide S50
rebate plan could have been the necessary shot in the arm to
stimulate America s consumption trends which would have
increased employment opportunities as a larger production force
would have been needed to meet the extra demand for goods.
Carter s explanation that confidence has already been restored
to the American consumer seems like a hollow panacea when the
populace is about to face one of the most serious blows to our
nation of mobile consumers extreme gas taxation.
The GUARDIAN fears that President Carter may be exploiting
the media as Nixon did with the attitude "Follow what I do. not
what I say.'

Winter reality-land
The effects of this year 's winter are not yet over. We remind the
reader of thiz disturbing fact with the intention of dispelling any
misconceptions that all our problems are over with the coming oj
Spring.
There is a* enormous clean-up job from last winter s devastation
and a Promethean task of preparing for next winter s impact.
Charles Seaver. director of the physical plant, said. "It 's left
many unpleasant effects. " Seaver added. " Most of the damage is
in the road and the walkway.
Robert Marlow. director of campus planning and construction,
explained the damage this way: "What happens is the pavement
will form a small hairli e crack, water will settle in the crack and
freeze...when water freezes, it expands about 15 times and this
causes the pavement to pop out. "
Marlow added "the pavement should be seated every three or
four years, to prevent these cracks from ststing.
Seaver spoke of damages to the rest of the campus, although
the damage this year is greater than normal, we've kept pipe
freeze to a minimum, and we've had less of a problem from salt
damage, so
must have been doing something nght. "
Seaver concluded. "It may be a little early to determine all of
the damage caused by the winter freeze.
The Wright State Guardian is published on Tuesdays and
Thursdays during the academic year under the authority of the
Student Media committee ot" Wright State University.
Opinions expressed in cartoons and editorial columns do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the WSU admmistrat.on, faculty
or staff.
.
• 'c A
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Lallan's Commentary

Brown shoes don't make it
1 love feet. Long feet, fat feet,
hairy feet, freckled feet: it
doesn't matter. Any foot is beautiful. as long as it's bare.
A person's feet tell you where
he stands on an issue. A man
may be able to lie with his eyes,
tongue, and facial expressions,
but the naked foot will give him
away every time. Polygraphs and
voice analyses may prove unsuccessful, but the reliability of a
pedigraph cannot be questioned.
It is not the person with shifty
eyes who should be distrusted,
but the
who shifts his
weight frorr toot to foot. Have
you m-voi heard of sidestepping
an iisdc? And what intelligent
pe'.son would put his faith in the
word of a n^an who sits behind
his desk n-rvously swinging his
foot back and forth?
Foot-swinging is such an
obvious sign cf a divided mind
thai paneled fortress-like desks
have been installed in offices
throughout America (particularly
in the lairs of government officials. union leaders, and university administrators.)
These important people arc
aware of the honest nature of the
foot; in fact, some find it so
disturbing that they arc frequently caught with their foot in their
mouth, trying to bite it oil.
As hot weather approaches,
signs forbidding bare feet in
public places crop up like dandelions. People whe are brave
enough to take off "heir shoes are
refused admittance to restaurants. movie theaters, shopping
malls, and churches. The honest
barefoot man or woman is denied
the right to buy food or clothing,
to be entertained, an<l even to
worship. "No shoes, ro service"

. ^^'"^^em^w^day

Susan Callan

souls have now been forced to go
underground.
How many people have you
seen standing in line at McDonalds pulling down their jeans till
the hems covered their tell-tale
toes? More than one, 1 imagine.
The barefoot element of society
has been forced to resort to such
trickery in order to survive.
Sonic materialists have even
found a way to capitalize on the
barefoot dilemma. They market
phony sandals; straps which are
tied around the tops of the feet to
imitate shoes, but wh.ch leave
the soles of the feet free to
commune with nature.
As a consequence of these
tactics, once honest people hevc
been subverted into the same
sort of chi anery their bare feet
protested
the first place. Their
feet, honest to the end. remain
of progress.
Shoes are an insidious weapon pure, but the rest of their being
polluted by the ways of
in the hands of the powers that
be. In fact, governmental repres- society.
Foot
repression will not stop
sion is directly proportional to
I he percentage of the population here. Persecution in the form of
discrimination, ridicule, and the
thai wears shoes.
Conr.ider, if you will, Nazi scattering of sharp gravel on
Germany. Can ycu imagine a otherwise delightful walkways
will not deter the dedicated
storm trooper with bare feet? Or,
in a more modern context, can barefoot person.
In order to rid socMty of this
you picture a Hell's Angel withmenace, plans have been
out steel-toed boots?
Shoes remove people from Ine to rem-jve the foot entirely
The anti-foot movement has
direct experience of their environment; they dull the perception already made real headway us
of natural truth. As a philosopher American society.
By encouraging the use
once said, if you wear shoes, to
'
you the whole earth is covered cars, and discouraging any
with shoe-leather.
„ing
. e by
. t the citizenry- government
There are those who will not leaders hope to ensure the disu«
accept this limited view of the of the foot, and its consequen
universe. They refuse to accepv a f o h y and disappearencc.
society's definition of truth.
Only when the foot is
Although they once flaunted pletely done away with can t
the beauty and freedom of their upper strata of tli» p r o s ' " " 1

This is an obviously discriminatory action perpetrated by
those segments of society which
cannot bear to confront the
unabashed honesty of the naked
foot. Bare feet threaten the
values of a materialistic society.
After all. anyone who has walked
bareloot on both concrete and
grass can tell you the real value

(kMwj^y

uninhibhed few, tfcw* iisrdy naifon

J J k.% vto• • •vs v
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Our local wazoos and das do not discourage art revolution
To the editor:
Lance Goldberg's "Wazoo of
Da" in Ihe April 14th issue of the
Guardian is an article which ijemantis a response. The problem
is that the article is not accurate.
It does not reveal even halftruths. the fraction is much
smaller tha.i 'hat. In this article
Mr Goldberg has wrtten what he
probably considers a bitingly
witty satire arrive at the absolutely absurd, but somehow
prevalent, conclusion that contemporary .mists arc involved
solely in the practice of conning
the public. I can appreciate the
humor of both the Goldberg
article and the cartoon by Jimmy
Greene, but the laughs arc not
worth accepting the inaccuracy of
the message. This furthering of
basic misconceptions is. in my
opinion, irresponsible journalism
which, if it cannot be stopped
(Mr Goldberg is managing editor). should be rebutted.
1 have been a student of the
Wright State art department for
two years and during that time
have listened to numerous artists
talk about their work. These
people have inpressed me as
generally sincere, hard-working
and very much involved in what

they are doing. I find it ridiculous
to assume tht people would
spend so much time and effort
for the sake of a joke. Perhaps
the problem is the esoteric aspect
of contemporary art But people
do not write satirical aritcles
about similar matters in other
fields. For example, if a layman
were shown a set of equations
that a scientist had worked out in
his research, it would be at least
as obscure 25 any art piece
shown at WSU. But in the case oi
the scientist, the assumption is
usually !hat the lack of understanding stems from a lack of
education or. the part of the
layman, while the artist is suspected of perpetrating a hoar..
Why is it th. pecple accept their
ignorance in the face of (for
example) scientific knowledge
but assume that they know, with
no study, all there is to know
about art? I have studied various
contemporary art movements for
the past two years and have
merely scratched t'ie surface of
ideas that a:e going on in art
now. I do no! mean to imply lhal
it is necessary to study art extensively in order to appreciate
it. If people can only get to the
point where thev arc not afraid

that they are beng made the
brunt of a joke, they will have
made a step towards discovering
the may important and beautiful
things that are happening in art
today.
We arein Ihe midst of the most
varied, exciting and complex art
movements in history, and I. for
one (and 1 know not the only
one), am grateful to be able to
meet some of the artists irvolvcd
in it. I only hope that the artists
visiting WSU will not be too discouraged by our local wazoos and
das.
Susan Gotten
To the editor:
It was written recently that
"the most exciting and popular
piece with the artists as well as
the visitors was the large sandbag structure by Lloyd Hamrol. It
seemed to fulfill the promise of
Artpark (New York)-to encourage work that is more humanized
than what usually passed for art
between the covers of a magazine."
Is it true then that the midwcr.tern universities are media
cultured? Or what is it that
caused the fear (hat led to the
early destruction of a brilliant

work of art on your campus.
Guy Dill
Visiting Artist
Wright State University
To the editor:
The editorial "KadmtM In
admissable" is mother eiample
of the trivial experiences we hear
from The Guardian Not only did
the reporter publicly ridicule an
individual for a human semi-error, she also made a sweeping
generalization about all campus
offices. Although the hectic and
overcrowded volume of public
contacts in Admissions and other
offices make consistent courtesy
difficult to achieve, (he staff of
this university is generally polite
and more than just patient especially when 'hey often serve
as punching bags for students
frustrated by the system.
The paranoia this reporter suffered as a result of not knowing
what the joke was might better
be remedied by a counselor or
psychiatrist ralher thar. granting
so much editorial space to such a
miniscule peeve. If the Guardian
can afford such outrageous journalism then its time to cut cither
the budget or the mundane
material being printe>l.
The cartoon included was as

I tiie 'Doctor** Bag

j Relationship between pill ^infertility,unclear
J What effect can the oral
J contraceptive exert on « woJ man's capacity to achieve
»pregnancy? Docs Ihe pill
«cause infertility? Can u «o> man be sterile and still have
[ periods? What effect would
! Infrequcni and Irregular menJ struai period;, have on a wo[ man's ability to achieve preg[nancy?

»» '
> Among

women who have
> demonstrated normal repro! ductive function, the use of
[ the oral contraceptive very'
J infrequently, (one percent or
[less) results in long term
•failure of ovulation. The rc> maining 99 percent of women
> with demonstrable normal reproduction who have used the
[pill in the interval between
[pregnancies will, upon discontinuation of the pil) usually
| become pregnant within z
J period of three or four
• months.
> The relationship between
I the oral contraceptive and

>

infertiity in women who have
never been pregnant is less
clear for factors other than
ovulation may exist and not be
recognized. Women who are
unable to achieve pregnancy
for whatever reason often continue to have menstrual periods thai may be quite regular
and normal. Infrequent and
irregular menstrual periods
indicate that ovulation does
not occur regularly and pregnancy is often more difficult to
achieve.
I am 68 years young.! dun';
smoke or drink. The-* habits
were given up veer* ago.
Recently I find thai I am
losing my sex drive, not 'he
desire, but no erection. I tak.
medication for gout and high
blood pressure. Any help
would be appreciated, both by
myself and my wife.
Erectile imcompetence (impotency) occurs commonly in
young, middle aged and elderly men. Among the many
causes, the most common by
far is a conflicted relationship
in which ar.ger. hostility and
rerentmcnt are present. In
older men a number of diseases. especially diabetes,
such as peptic ulcer and
hypertension arc a&t common
causes.
sion are also common CMI* —.
In this case, medication for
hypertension could be partly
or wholely responsible for loss
of erection. Consultation w>th
your physician is clearly indicated; sometimes a change in
anti-hypertension medication
results in restoration cf norma) sexual function,

For two years. I have had
no period* and now only have
slight night sweats and hot
flashes. Going through the
menopause has caused me a
lot of pain during Intercourse.
Will it ever get back to
normal? I feel sorry for my
husband because at our ege of
57. we should be enjoying
sex.
Estrogen deficiency accompanies the menopause. Ihe
ovaries secrete diminishing
amounts of the hormone estrogen. This often causes
night sweats and hot flashes.
Another body change that
accompanies estrogen deficiency is vaginal dryness and
diminution in it's size. This is
a very common cause of painful intercourse.
We are not told whether
this person is an oral estrogen
therapy or is she had been
advised by her physician to
use an estrogen vaginal
cream. A thorough examination is essential to determine
the cause of painful intercourse. Should the cause be
from vaginal dryness appropriate estrogen therapy would
be helpful. In addition, most
wome.- in this age group do
not experience as much vaginal lubrication that accompanies sexual arousal as formerly.
This too can contribute to
painful intercourse; water soluble lubricating jellies are
useful.

The possibility of venereal \
disease in a IS year old male J
is a real one since a rather |
large number of adolescents •
of this age are having sexual <
intercourse. The two most •
common of the major venereal <
diseases are gonorrhea and [
syphilis. Gonorrhea, the more J
frequent of the two. is chaiac- J
tcri/cd by a puruicR! urethral J
discharge associated with <
pain, burning and frequency <
of urination. Diagnosis is .
made by microscopic exami- !
nation of a droplet of the J
discharge. The treatment of ]
choice is penirilin where allcr- J
gy does not exist. Other ami- J
biotics are equally or near '
equally effective for (hose who i
are allergic to penicillin. A i
single injection of penicillin is !
administered and the patient J
is re-examined a week or two ]
later.
;
Syphilis is characterized by j
an open sore or ulcer on or •
about the penis. At this early •
stage of the disease the tliag- .
nosis is made by spccial !
microscopic
examination ]
known as a "dark field exam- \
ination" and the treatment of \
choice is penicillin, again one ;
or two l*rge doses adminis- 1
tered by injection. The sue- <
cess of the treatment is deter- i
mined thereafter by a blood .
test known as a VDRL.
!

distorted as the article itself. No
staff member shouts "What the
hell do you want" when serving
a student. While it is unfortunate
that the reporter didn't receive
the service she expected, it is
also unfortunate that our federal
aid is being cut. tuition is rising,
our budget is declining, our cars
are being towed and our tastes
are being censored; yet prime
coverage goes to iambasting a
clerk who laughed at the wrong
time.
May I sugjcsl that the reporter's paranoia be reserved for
those icy "Nurse Ratchet" professionals who can't smile jr
laugh, instead of someone who
giggled in the middle of our
great bureaucratic routine.
Mike Smith

To the editor
While the Dean of Students'
office is undoubtedly acting in
what (hey '••clicvc to be an
appropriate manner in stopping
(he $50 allocated by the Student
Caucus to the Ohio Student
association, il is highly debatable
lhal ihis allotment is in violation
of any ruling ihat state money
can mil be used for lobbying.
r.vcry student who attends
Wrighl Stale University is required to pay a general fee of
$50 These funds go into the
general operating fund of ihe
University. Disbursmenl for stu
dent activities come from this
same fund.
There can be no doubt lhal
funds allocated to the University
by the'state legislature are slate
monies, however, it is very debatable ihat funds collected as
either tuition or general fees
from students can be classified
as "state money."
Tncsc monies represent a payment for value received by Ihe
students of WSU. Among the
things a student tan expect in
return for Ihis payment are
quality instruction, adequate facilities. sntl a strong student
activities program.
Our student government, embodied as the student caucus, is
funded as a student activity. One
of the legitimate aims of student
government is to present the
desires of the student body to the
University administration, and to
the state legislature. Since it is
obviously impractical for every
student government of every
state university to maintain adequate laisson in Columbus, some
central organization of Student
governments is needed to present the student view to the
legislators.
As students, we deserve to
have our Student Caucus an
effective governing body, and no
government can be efficient
when it does not control its own
purse strings. We pay a $50
general fee. which fee should
more than offset the costs of
operation for our Caucus. The
$50 alloted by our Caucus to the
OSA amounts to less than a one
half cent per student, or less
than .01 of the funding collected
as general fee assessments.
In what sense does this money
belong to the sta.e? It belongs to
the students!

QuesSfans should be • J - •
d.-etaed M>i
I am s IS year old male and
Dr Robert C Long, MB
I think I might have vential
Brill Plata
d l » i j c . What a n the symp3333 Banislown Road
tomii and what would be the
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cart k e l t ?
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Jesas Lecture Series
Challenging Lecture Series:
Why Jesus Christ-Historically. philosophically, psychologically. v Aiologically, scientifically. inevitably.
The series will be held
Monday Ihru Friday. April
25-29 in room 279 Millett
Hall 12-1 pm.
(he public is cordially inviled.
Benefit Coffee Hou»c
A benefit for the Modern
Times Bookstore and Community center will be held Friday. April 29 at the First
Unitarian Church. 665 Salem
Avenue.
The entertainment will begin at 8:30 pm with Jud
Yalkut's underground film
Aquarian Hush*'*. Riley. M
Frank and I'riscilla and SOS
will perform from 9:30 on.
Beer will be available.
Teacher Nominations
The College of Science and
Engineering is soliciting nominations for their Outstanding Teacher Awards. Anyone
in the University community
may submit a letter of nomination for a science and engineering professor.
Letters should include the
name of the person writing
the letter, that person's position at WSU. and a detailed
explanation of why the professes being nominated deserves an award.
Letters
of
nomination
should be turned in to the
office oI the dean of Science
•nil Engineering. 106 Oelman. by Friday. April 22.
Awards will be presented at
the spring science and engineering faculty meeting.
Teacher Ax an' Nominations
Don't forget to turn in your
nominations for the College of
Education Teacher Excellence
Award Presentation. Information about nominations can be
obtained from the Dean's office. .525 Millett. Also information flyers are located by
the elevators on each lloor in
Millett Mall. Remember, the
deadline is April 22. 1977
Dayton Ballet
The Dayton Ballet will perform Saturdtv. April 23 ai 8
pm in the Celina High School
Auditorium.
Advance sale tickets will
cost S2 adults. SI students
and senijr citizens. These will
be available at Neeley's
Drugs. St Marys. Gel's IGA,
St Henry; The Music Store.
Celina; Don's Flower Shop.
Coldwater;
Schwieterman's
Drugs. New Bremen; The
College Bookstore. WOBC.
Tickets at the door will '-ost
52 and $3. Preschoolers free.
All WOBC students free.
SHA Elections
Elections for Student Honors Association will be held
May 5th at 2 pm in room lb3
Millett. If you are unable to
attend this meeting you can
stir vote. Ballots arc in your
mailbox. Fill them out and
drop of? at 163 Millett.

Inter-Club Council
Inter-Club council is now
accepting bids for May Daw;
clean-up on May 13. 1977, All
interested organizations must
leave bids in either the ICC
mailbox in the dean of students office or in Tim Napiers'
mailbox in the ICC office.
Liter-Club council reserves
the right not to accept bids if
the amount is considered excessive. The organization that
receives the joo must sign a
contract. Ail bids must be in
by April 22.
Ombudsman resumes
The Ombudsman Advisory
Committee i: now accepting
resumes from those wishing
to be considered for the position of Student Ombudsman
for next year. Resumes may
be left in the Ombudsman
Advisory Committee mailtox
in the Dean of Students office.
The deadline for submission
of resumes is April 22nd.
Square Dancing
Rugby players! You don't
know what a contact «port is
until you try square dancing.
Arc you tired of dances
where your partner gets lost
in the shuffle and you don't
find him or her until 3 dances
later? If so. come to the Dorm
Board's Square Dance Friday,
April 22 from 8-12 in the UC
Cafeteria.
Paul Winter Consort
The Paul Winter Consort
produces their own special
breed of music. They have
taken tidbits from several music forms to create a sound
which seems to mesh classical. oricnt ii. rock, African and
folk musics.
The Paul Winter Consort
will be performing Friday,
April 29. 8 pm. 109 Oelman
Hall, WSU. Tickets can be
purchases for the following
prices: Students S3.50, Faculty/Staff and General PublieSS.
T ickets can be purchased at
the Hollow Tree Box Office
located in the lower level of
the University Center, and the
Victory Theatre Box Office.
I.1" N Main St. Dayton, Ohio.
Sucimv-i Language C o n n "
The Modern Language department will be offering
again this summer intensive
cours"S in French. German,
and
Spanish. Elementary
courses in these languages
are scheduled fix m 9-12 Mon.
Tucs, Wed, and Thurs, and
intermediate courses will run
from 9-12 Mon. Tues, and
Thurs. A student may take all
or part of a sequence. For
students who need to fulfill a
language requirement quickly
or for those who prefer immersing themselves in > foreign language without the
burden of other courses, this
program is highly recommended.
Athletic Council Forum
The Athletic Council will be
holding an open forum ir. the
open hearth lounge at 1:00
pm. Thrusday. April 21.
Students, faculty, and staff
arc invited to ask questions
concerning the athletic program at Wright State University.

Student Caucus
Petitions for the Stuuent
Caucus General Elections will
be available in the Dean of
Students
Office Monday.
April 18th by 12:00 noon. One
representative each, from the
colleges of Business Education. Graduate, Liberal Arts.
Nursing. Medicine, and Science and Engineering will be
elected May 2nd. 3rd. and
4th. An at-large candidate will
be elected as chairtr of Student Caucus as well as members of Media Services, which
advises the Guardian. Nexus,
and WWSU. Petitions must
be completed and returned by
friday, April 22nd by 5:00 pm

•News
Bike-centennial
Kevin Akcr. a Dayton college student, spent last summer on a coast-to-coast bicylce
trip. In a public program,
sponsored by the Tecumseh
Group of the Sierra Club,
Kevin will describe his .-pic
journey and show slides of the
'rip. The program will be held
at the Dayton Museum of
Natural History on Friday.
April 22. at 7:30 pm. There
will be no chargc.
BHS Club
The Biological and Health
Sciences club will hold its first
meeting of the spring quarter
Tues. April 26 from 12-1.
University Center room 041.
OUr May Daze booth, guest
lectures on radiological medicine and spring canoe trips
will be discussed. New members are encouraged to attend.
All Active (Tubs
The Inter-Club Council is
making their orientation manual for next fall. This manual
is distributed to all incoming
freshmen and is a great way
for your club to introduce
themselves. Please write a
short description of your club
and send it to the Inter-Club
Council office. For any further
questions.
please
contact
Patty Kneer. Inter-Club Council Director of Public Relations.
Featured Artists
During the month of April,
the featured artists at the
Montgomery County Admini
stration building w ill be Franh
James and Brother A Joseph
Barrish. The exhibit will run
to April 29, 8:30 am to 4:30
pm daily.
James specializes in Sumi-E
painting. Hjrrish's work in
eludes serigraphs and prints
for which he has won numerous awards.
Scholarship Opportunity
The Dayton Chapter of the
Ohio Society of Medical Technologists is offering a S200
scholarship to students who
are Medical Technology majors with a minimum 3.0
grade point average. Further
information and application
forms ran be obtained from
the Office of Financial Aid,
152 Allyn. The application
deadline is Mav 1. 1977.

Real Estate Scholarship
The Dayton Chapter of the
Society of Real Estate Appraisers is offering a S300 scholarship to a student who is
pursuing a course of study to
bei-otnc a real estate appraiser
or courses in a ilosely related
field. Financial need is also a
'•onsideration. Interested stu
dents may obtain application
forms from the Office of
Financial Aid, 152 Allyn. The
deadline date for applications
is May 6. 1977.
Summer Session Financial AW
To be considered for financial assistance for summer
session, students must complete the following steps by
the dates indicated:
1. Submit a completed Financial Aid Form (FAF) to the
Office of Financial Aid with
the processing fee of S4 (paid
to the Bursar's Office) no later
than Friday, April 22. 1977.
2. Submit a completed WSU
Summer Session Financial Aid
Application to the Office of
Financial Aid no later than
Friday. May I, 1977.
Greek Banquet
The Greek Banquet/formal
will be on Friday. April 29.
Reservations will be $(i pe.person and must be in l>y
April 2S to either Dan Strswn
of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity or
Jeff Brumbaugh of Phi Kappa
Tau Fraternity. The sooncrthe better!
Monte Carlo
The first annual Monte Carlo is being sponsored by listener supported radio station
WYSO a^ part of their fundraising drive. An admission of
$2,50 will buy $20,000 of
gaming money to be gambled
away at various casino games.
A sweepstakes auction will
climax the evening. The event
will take place Friday. April
22 at 8 pm in the Antioch
College cafeteria in Yellow
Springs.
48 High! Strvct Gallery
During the month of April,
the Dayton Society of Painters
and Sculptors will feature
three local artists at the 48
High Street Gallery. Margaret
Ebcrsbach, Ina and Lew Williams will exhibit oils, watercolors. pastels, drawings and
prints. The gallery is open to
the public, free of charge, on
Saturdays and Sundays. I to 5
pm. Parking is available across the street from the art
gallery.
Student Service Relocations
The Dean of Students and
Handicapped Student Services
offices and staff will move into
temporary facilities la the
Millett Hall lounge Tuesday.
April 26. Phone numbers will
remain the same.
UCH Membership
Applications
The
University
Center
Board is now accepting applications for membership for
the 1977-78 school year. Fill
out an application available in
Allyn Kail lounge, Millett
Mall lobby, outside Oelman
109 and the University Center
lobby and return it to the
University Center Board office
no WM than Anril 30th.

Literary Interpretation
Stanley E Fish, professor of
English at John Hopkins University. will discuss the
grounds of validity in literary
interpretation. His talk, entitled What Makes an Inter*
pretatinn Acceptable? or. Mow
to Tell a h'resi
• ikai He li
Wrxtng. will be given in 155
W C University Center on
Monday. April 25 at 3:30 pm
Fish, author of several
books on seventeenth-century
English literature, is the inventor of reader response criticism. His current interest is
the strategies of reading and
interpreting literary texts.
Attention Rehab Maiors
f h e Rehabilitation Club is
in the process of being reactivated. If you are interested,
please return questionaires. If
you did not receive one in the
mail, contact Beatrice Busse
K5I0 or Glenna Allen N338.
Godspell
The musical Godspell will
open May 6 at Wright State
University for nine performances through May 22. Tickets go on sale April 18 at the
box office in the Creative Arts
Center. Call 873-2500 for ticket reservations. Tickets are
$3 adults and $2 for students
and senior citizens.
Sigma Delta PI
The following have been
elected officers of the lota
Omega Chapter of Sigma Delta Pi. national Spanish honorary:
Presidcnt-Denise
Lepe
(Spanish Education)
Vice
President-Arlenc
Kebe (Spanish!
Secretarv-Treasurer-Lisa
Gerden (English Education).
Nexu*
The deadline for Spring '77
is May I. Submissions can be
dropped off at Nexus office,
006 University Center or mailed to: Nexus. 006 University
Center. Wright State. Dayton.
Ohio. 45431.
On-Campus Job Interviews
Seniors, graduate students
and alumni are eligible to
participate in the on-campus
interviewing program sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Upcoming interviews include:
Tuesday. April 26-Mason
Local
Schools
(teachers);
Wednesday. Apni 27-Buckeye Molding Co (management
trainee).
To register or obtain more
information about your career
options, call Career Planning
and Placement (873-2556) or
stop by 134 Oelman hall.
TSD Rally
The Third TSD Rally of the
serson. Another Piece of Cake.
will be presented by the Nations'
Sports Cars Club of Dayton, on
Sunday. April 24.
The rally starts at Dayton
Mall. SW comer by JC Penney's
and finish at Pizza King. Miamisburg Plkza.
Registration is at 12:00 noon
and FCO at 1:01 pm. the entry
fee is $5 non-members. $3 for
members.
For outre information or advance registration call Frank or
Steve Caldwell. 859-3736.
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college connection
SOLON, OHlO-lf you're looking for spectacular earnings with
.that malpractice suit you've been contemplating, you may discover
that you've missed the boat.
Studies conducted over the past four year by Jun Verdict
Research, Inc of Solotu-Ohio. reveal that awards to plaintiffs in
personal injury cases only have been increasing at about the same
rate as other commodities in the US.
Ana'.yr.is with the research group believe that jurors have
slackened their generosity due to recent publicity surrounding
'exceptionally large verdicts, the recent malpractice 'scare.' and
ihe product liability news that has been seen on the front pages of
news publications."

A report completed for the US Senate armed services minpower
subcommittee concluded that the current all volunteer army is a
"sinking ship" full of misfits that needs support from a backup
national service draft.
"Today's all volunteer force could be characterized as a
revolving door which takes in young people and turns many of
them back into the streets labeled as 'rejects." the rcpo, , written
by a University of Pittsburg professor of business administration,
continued.
The paper suggests a national service concept to re-establish a
registration system for use in executing a backup draft in
emergencies.
This same service, the author offered, would create "a
mechanism for performing public service work such as civil
defense preparation, public facilities construction and nuisii.g
care."

LOS ANGELES-Got a.i unusual craving you want stopped? Dr
Lester Sacks can help you and all he wants to do is staple your ear.
Sacks, a general practitioner from Los Angeles who has studied
acupuncturt. ftres the staples into patients' ears with a special
gun. When the patient starts feeling the need for that certain fix.
he or she just gives the staple a little wiggle. Presto! The need
d.sappears.
In the three years Sacks has tv en stapling cars, various patients
have shed countless pounds of needless flab, but dozens of
cigarettes from their daily intake and halt their drug abuse.
Of 200 heroin addicts who took his treatment. Sacks reports 100
kicked the htbit and none suffered the ugly pains of withdrawal.
Like acupuncture, "staplepuncture" hat so far eluded all
attempts to figure it out. Sacks says "staplepuncture" works best
for people wishing to lose 15 to 25 pounds and adds patients must
be prepared to work themselves.
"If you're doing it for fun and don't really need it, you can t
^expect it to work." he warns.
-

Invites You To
Enjoy your choice of Beer
at WSLFs Rathskellar

y
/

Old Milwaukee Dark
Filack Label Light
Tubourg
V
Pabst

Located in the
University Center

Students cheat their way in
(CPS)-Two ex students have
proved true that age-old reasurancc offered by admissions
..ificer. that grades and test
scores are not the only credentials that count in gaining admission to college. You can also
cheat your way in. as flustered
admissions personnel at Vale and
West Virginia University have
learned.
Yale faculty and administrators
shivered with expectant delight
as Patrick Michael McDcrmitt.
alias Andrea Alrea. entered the
Ivy League school's freshman
class las! September. After all.
his high school grades were
excellent, his recommendations
gushed endless approval, his
command of several foreign
languages encompassed Portuguese and a dialed of a longextinct tongue in India, and in
the three years since he had
finished school, he had garnered
a S30 million nest egg through
successful busnicss deals and
investments.
So his application said. Not
until December 1. when he withdrew from school, did Yale officials learn that McDermit had
doctored his transcripts and in
effect taken on a second identity.
"I just got tired of playing the
game." McDermit explained.
Formerly a construction worker
in Los Angeles, the selt'-proriaimed genius estimated he
spent S13.000 on his game. Costs
included in the bill were dummy
telephone extensions, a post office box. rental of a hotel suite,
fine clothes, and travel expenses.
"Admissions is trying to tighten checking, but we don't run a
police service." noted a university spokesman. "The only way
we could have stopped him

vinced the State Supreme Court
of Appeals to hear the caw. Hie
suit charges that it was the
college's responsibility to properly authenticate the transcript
when North applied. The former
vtudent desires readmission.
North claims that he personally
did cot alter the transcripts, but
that he was aware that his
records had been falsified •vhen
submitted to the school He
i\ ntends that the university's
student handbook ha? no section
pertaining to his action and that
he broke no law or regulation.
"Do you think we need a
rule?" Dr David Morgan, associate dean of the medical school,
asked in a telephone interview.
Associate Dean North attnbuted personal transcript beautificaHon to the strong desire of
students to become matriculated
in highly competitive schools,
and added that "1 think the
overwhelming number of applications are legitimate."

would have been by using the
school's alumni committee in Los
Angeles. We could have told one
of our alumni who is a banker in
Beverly Hills, 'hey. this guy
looks too good." and he oculd
have interviewed him."
Yale students, continued the
spokesman, arc disheartened
that McDermit left because they
think he was bright enough to
stay. However, th- university
adm.nitration takes a dim view
of McDermit's hoax, he added.
Meanwhile, the ex-Eli has departed for Paris to write a book.
"Something like this happened
at the Harvard Business School,
too," the Yale spokesman recoiled eu.
At West Virginia University in
Morgantown. a student who entered the medical school there on
the strength of a falsified transcript in 1972 was expelled,
reinstated, and expelled once
again. Steve North. 38. has
obtained the services of a Morgantown lawyer who has con-

Springfielders
5 Drafts (Light & Dark)
Peanuts in the shell
(One of Springfield's Oldest Taverr.s)
Mellow Atmosphere
Try Us!
'Just a damn good place to drink
601 W. North

university
food
services

Ice Cream Cones
25* per dip
Friday in
Ally n Hall
vanilla

J

2

mint chip

chocolate

spomoiiia

strawberry

black walnut

rainbow sherbert y orange sherbert
coffee
i i „
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Antioch Area Theatre cast to perform The Homecoming
BY ROBERT MARCUM
Guardian Fcatim Writer
The Homecoming
Written by Harold Pinter
Staged and directed by the east
Antioch Area Theatre
Outrageous farce alternates
with suspense in The Homecom-

Fri-Sat

ing. Harold Pinter's Tony awardwinning play being performed
this weekend at the Antioch Area
Theatre. Yellow Springs. Featuring an excellent cast led by
Antioch veteran David Jatfe, the
play swings wildly between psychodrama and sexual comedy,
keeping the audicnee alternately
on the edge of their seats and

Apr 2 2 - 2 3

6:30-8:35-10:40
112 Oelman

KHD

fall ng out of them laughing.
Jaffe, last seen as Falstaff in
last fall's The Merry Wives of
Windsor, brings an equal amount
of energy and talent to the part
of Max, the bad-tempered exbutcher who is the head of the
play's household. Living with
him are his brother Sam. a
private chauffeur, and two of his
three sons-Joey, a boxer; and
Lenny, a pimp. The third son,
Teddy, was married six years
previous and moved to America
to teach philosophy. It is the
unexpected return of Teddy and
his wife that sparks the play's
bizarre events.
The cast docs its utmost with
the material, feeling out all the
subtle nuances of character.
They play the fine line between
audience distance and involvement; making them involved in.
but not a part of the action. It is
this tension that produces the
play's strongest moments, with
sudden shifts in tone almost
forcing the audience to react.
Besides Jaffe. the cast consists
of Dow ning Cless as Sam, Joshua
Billings as Lenny. Frank Lenz as
Joey. Mark Gamin as Teddy, and
Denise Ethier as Ruth. Teddy's
wife. Each brings just the right
personal touch to their part,
creating six fully alive characters
whose concerns are as real as
anyone's albeit a bit twisted.
Cless' Sam is the perfect
tight-assed. loveless egocentric.
Billings plavs Lenny like a sav-

age Gatsby. a romantic pervert to
whom love. lust, and mayhem
are all one. Lenz's Joey is a
s'uttering , strutting, slightly
stupid kid who "gets a lot",
mostly from Lenny's stable.
Gamin is the complete philosophy professor, dogmatic and decisive yet unable to discuss
things out of his "province."
Denise Ethier. as R.ith, is the
sultriest, sexiest ballbreaker to
ever inspire lust in a young boy's
heart.
The cast staged and directed
themselves for this production,
aided by sta^e manager David
Ely and lighting people Sherry
Adclshcim and Julia Seltz. The
closeness achieved by the troupe
shines throughout the play, and
their intimate knowledge of each
others' abilities allows them to
play upon the tensions aroused in
each other and the audicnc; to
the best effect. The result is the
best piece of theatre at Antioch
since Merry Wives.

The Homecoming will be performed this Friday thru Sunday
at the Area Theatre. Curtain
times are at 8:30 pm and there
will lie no late seating. Tickets
arc S2.50 general admission and
SI.50 for students and senior
cit'zcns. Reservations and information may be obtained by
calling 864-1461. or 767-7331, ext
285.

r—1 T H E - W O R L D - O F

7^^

Two brothers, a pimp and a boxer, seduce their strange
sister-in-law in "The Homecoming. "

254 2 6 2 6
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CINEMA!

PAGE MANOR

I AIRWAY RD OPPOSITf WRIGHT l l ( I O

Featuring Creator and Producer

GENE RODDENBERRY
See the award w-jinmg "Star Trait" pilot film, neve' before shown in its enure*",
and the only authentic showing of the famous tlcopsr reA both on a full theatre size screen
Hear from Gene tioddenberry about the m&kmg of ttu new movie. "Star Irak"
Ask Gene Roddenberry your own questions about "Star ?mk"

Friday, April 29 8:00 P.M.
University of Dayton Aren*
Al! Seats Reserved 3S.80/S4.50
Tickets on sale now at UD Arena Box Office
All Area Ticketron locations
Ticket/Central Si Rike'c downtown.
A Concerts West Presentation.

g
SPECIAL £81. & SH.
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0
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Taxi Driver f a r e
may be unforgetable
B* RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer
Monsters, freaks, and ghouls
strike terror into the hearts of
gothic fans, and maniacs, rapists, and muggers scare the most
realistically minded. At the bottom of the list would be the
comcion taxi driver.
O.ie taxi driver. Travis Bickle
by name, would spell terror for
some people. He is monster
devised, constructed, and packaged by society....a freak bom of
emotional repression and Marine
training. He is alsc the title
character of the Oscar nominated
Taxi Driver, and he explodes
Friday and Saturday night at
UCB's film scries.
Taxi Driver focuses on the
character of Travis Bickle. using
the plot mostly as a manifestation of his inner workings and
reactions to his environment. We
see the environment. New York
City, as he does: a world of
"scum" where pimps, pushers,
and prostitutes slither about like
grotesque lizards.
Travis narrates the entire story
with fiat, monotone voice-over as
he writes in his diaty. The film,
like Travis, displays no real
emotion other than glimpses of
paranoia, fixation and eventually
violence in the extreme. The
audicncc member :.s led to feel
nothing for the man other than
fascination for the way he operates in his world. At no time do
we really see him appear to be
sad. dejected, or hurt. Only once
does he seem to be angered :o a
point near loss of control of
Himself. AH of his actions have
the feeling of being calculated.
One would wonder if he is
capable of feeling fear; the
things that would scare him seem
to only facinate hir
Thus Travis' world is largely a
distortion of his emotional repression. He further compounds
this by taking pills, putting
apricot brandy in his cereal for
breakfast, and by his inability to
sleep. Never does it seem, to
occur to him that any trouble
may be within him; he writes it
off as headaches and possible
stomach cancer.
Travis also has difficulty in
relating to other people. His
bizarre relationship with Betsy
(Cybil Shepherd) is much like his
relationship with the world. He is
convinced that he has "sens an

ABORTION
INFORMATION
SERVICE
CLINIC
Your Area
ASSISTING 1-24 WEEK
PREGNANCIES.
TERMINATED BY LICENSED
PHYSICIANS.
IMMEDIATE ARRANGEMENTS
WILL BE MADE WITH NO
HASSLE

90 minute market concert schedule
GROUP

• DATE

impulse out" to her, and she
responded, yet they can't even
talk »' jut records, posters, or
movies without confusing each
other. She accurately calls him a
"walking contradiction."
With time his sense of morality
becomes more paradoxical. He
takes one girl to a pornor flick,
yet tries to talk another into
abandoning prostitution. He objects when someone calls him a
pusher, yet he cor.star.'lv takes
pills.
He never seems to think about
goals or a sense of progression,
until he thinks about violence.
His sole desire for the world is
that "a real rain come and wash
the scum away." No one is
surprised when he dcci-'cd that
the best way to deal with the
world is to become the purging
force that would flush the scum
away.
Director Martin Scorsese creates an ideal atmosphere for the
film underlining the elements in
Travis' personality. He oecassionally slows film footage down
to illustrate Travis' iftdistince
sense of time, and often has
prolonged shots on people and
objects, as if to suggest paranoia.
Scorsese literally saturates the
film with images of water washing the filthy night streets.
Robert DeNiro is magnificent
as Travis; by the end of the film
one is sure that he is either as
'..ad off r s Travis, or that he
never will be because he knows
the symptoms too well. One of

: April 20

Rufus

:

Led Zeppelin

i20

Led Zeppilin

TIME

PLACE

Memorial Coliseum. Colum- 8 pm
bus
\ Riverfront

J

PRICE
$6.50/7.50
Sold out
Sold out

Riverfront

Lynard Skinard & Nazareth

UD Arena

8 pm

I24

Doot-'e Brothers

St Johns, Columbus

8 pm

$6/6.50/7.00

•25

Neil Diamond

Riverfront

8 pm

$5/7.50/ip.01

:27

Olivia Newton John & Jim St Johns, Columbus
Stafford
Reo Speedwagon & Nazareth Memorial Colliseum

8 pm

$7.50,8.50

8 pm

$5.50/6.50

• 27

England Dan & John Ford Millett Hall. Miami University P pm
Coley

•29

the b<st parts of the film is
DeNiro's improvisation where he
pretends he is being picked on
mutters "Are you talking to me?
then he pulls a gun from his
sleeve.
Also good are Jodv Foster as a
twelve and a half year-old hooker
and Cybil Shephe.'ii as Betsy, a
campaign worker for a presidential candidate.
Benard Herrmann's musical
score is a strange mixture of
sleek jazz and pounding, almost
metallic noise, much like construction machinery.
Taxi Driver will engross some,
gross others out. If it is watched
with detachment, one might find
himself, eerily enough, able to
somewhat empathize with Travis.
If responded to emotionally, it
may well become one of the most
unforgetable films of the decade.

Appearing April 25-30
at the Imperial House South
BOOM BOOM ROOM

0
°/V|*S

Scuba Rentals
Air Station
Trampolines
Sun Bathing
Snack Bar
Picnicing
Free Parking
CtMAVtltf

(bun'ryclean
air, freedom from
traffic
noises,
pari
like
surroundings these
form
tlie
setting for the jewel that (»
SPORTSMAN LAKE, s t r i d i n g
j>ure spring water, unpolluted a*
clevn and pure as Nature Intended It
to b t .
John Bryan V.-f? I'ark is only 4
miles away for overnight camping.
DAYS AND TIMES OPENi
Saturdays and Sundays
10 am til 7 pm
Tuesday thru Friday
12 noon til 8 pm
SEASON:
Memorial Day
thru
tabor Day
Certification Reoulred for Scuba
Admission: Adult S2/CMM J.7S

SPORTSMAN LAKE US ROUTE 42
CEDARVILLE, OH 45314 1513)766-3041

Alan or Bob
429-1552

She
&

is a NEW FASHION girl •
Curious about ill the latest men's and
women's clothes fot Spring taxi Summer?
Then y ou should be at ti»£ She on APRIL 26th
for

She's Fashion Show Party
Free Admission & Reduced Drinks!
PrJztsi
Music & Dancing & Games!
It all starts happening at 8 pm.
So com9 early
* So don't get any old ideas
about fashion shows

call toll free

The She NjteClub

1-800-362-1205

Behind l orvst I W M ' l « / a «n V Main .

i

$4.50

Scuba
Diving
Swimming

TOT smrims DBDMDSO IMMDD
Dancing & Listening
Entertainment

*5.50

0

X
"*v
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Wright State Raiders split three doubleheaders

~
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

Wright
State
University's
eighth ranked baseball team had
mixed e m c ' . n s after splitting
three doubleheaders last week.
The Raiders wasted little time
in jumping on Big Ten contender
Ohio State as Kevin Newnam
started the game with a single
and Barry Rowland promptly
followed with a home run. Mark
Lucas drove in another run later
in the inning to give the Raiders
a 3-0 lead after their first at bats.
Ohio State chipped away at the
Raiders lead with two runs in the
bottom of the first and a single
run in the second, but Dave
Newnam put the Raiders back in
the lead with a home run in the
top of the third, only to have the
Buckeyes JerTy Mahon and H ' ry Tabler blast homeruns back to
back in the bottom of the innning
to put OSU back in the lead.

WSU came back to take the

lead again in the sixth inning
when Lucas got on by an error.
Dcug McMichael and Kevin
Newnam singled, and Kent Stuck
doubled in two more runs for the
Raiders, giving them th»ir final
7-5 advantage.
Gary Gabringer was the winning pitcher, bringing his record
up to 3-1. Kevin Newnam and
Rowland had two hits each for
the Raiders and Rowland and
Dave Newnkm each blasted a
home run for the Raiders.
in the second game the Raiders bubble bur-.; as the Buckeyes
blasted sixteen hits for eighteen
runs. Included in the assault
were bases loaded homeruns by
Jeff Kline in the fourth inning
and Jim Thomas in the fifth.
The only bright spot for the
Raiders was a lead off home run
by Kevin Newnam in the first
inning.
It. a doubleheader at home

against the Univfrsity of ToleC , in three runs, and fm.lly a single
against
Friday, the long ball was agar • a by Kevin Newnam and the Raidbig factor in the scoring as ers ahd seven big runs.
The Raiders ended their scorToledo batters belted four roundtrippers, and Dave Newnam ing in the sixth inning when
Kevin
Newnam. Rowland, Dave
blasted one for the Raiders only
Newnam and Robinson all ripped
run in a 13-1 defeat.
Jeff Brown and Jeff Kncisley line drive singles with one out for
were the big sluggers for the WSU's final two runs in the 9-5
Rockets as each had five hits in triumph.
The Raiders split antoher doufive at bats and each also had a
bleheader at Farlhain College
home run.
In the second gam'.- the Raid- Saturday.
They blasted Earlham for a
ers turned the tables as they
scored seven tii.:es in the first 13-0 win in the first game as
Gabringer, Doug Stoll, and Robinning on the way to a 9-5 win
inson combined for the three hit
and a split with the Rockets.
After Dennis Gramman hit yet shutout, and designated hitter
another home run for the Rockets Terry Mohr and outfielder Kevin
in the top of the firsi inning, the Ne.vnam each had two hits and
Raiders came back with a single three RBI's. Palsgrnv- had three
by Rowland, a triple by Dave hits for the Raiders also. GaNewnam. a walk to Denny Rob- bringer got the win for his fourth
inson. a single by Terry Flanary, victory of the year.
The second game started out
a walk to Ken Fyffc. a single by
Dennis Palsgrove, a bases loaded the same as the Raiders scored
double by McMichael that drove three times in the third inninu on

PLAIN TALK
FROM ARMCO ON
FINDING A JOB:

Now carrying out
Equal Rights law
may affect you

FREE—Armco's
plain talk on
how to get a job

Who could quarrel with the right of
every individual in America to an
equal chance for a job'.' No one we
know. But when you look for a job,
you should understand sonic things
about the equal rights regulations that
could affect your chances.
Most large companies are deeply
involved in affirmative action programs. These arc plans and actions
designed to overcome discrimination.
Statistics are the only evidence that
counts. If a company's statistics don't
measure up. the company is presume-;!
to discriminate
Some people think affirmative
action programs discriminate again 1 :
the majority of Americans. But that
kind of talk doesn't solve any problems.
Affirmative action is the law. And
it's here
So if you're a woman or a me.nber
of a rec<;giiized minority group, you
stand better chance than other
people of equal ability. Companies
arc working to catch up, and that's
good for you.
But when vou look at a potential
employer, we think you ought to discriminate a little, yourself Ask some
tough questions. Such as how a company promotes people. <>r how many
higher-level women and minority
members they have. Chances are
there won't be loo many— statistically.
So you should demand v.ime straight
forward answers about what a •.ompany
is trying to do about that.

We've got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart,
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'll need to know. Like wh,
you should bone up on companies you
iike. What to do after the firs! interview. Hints to make you a more aggressive. attractive job candidate. All
prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting,
with help from the placement staff of
a leading university.
-Send for your free copy of How to
Get a Job. Write Armco Steel Corporation. Educational Relations Dept..
General Offices. U-S. Middle town.
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited.
v> write now.

g<xxl jobs. We'll need to create
lK.COO.OOO more jobs to take care of
ihe young people joining the workforce over the next ten years. So the
competition for jobs will be fierce.
Most of all. we trunk you should
Ux>k for companies that really try for
excellence in the people they hire,
develop and promote. Equal rights
are one thing. Good jobs with lough
standards and exciting futures are
something else again.
Next time somebody gripes atxrnt
job discrimination, you might ask:
"Have you ever thought about
metallurgy'.'"

Plain talk about
EQUAL JOB RIGHTS
So far. there just aren't enough women
blacks or other minority members in
some fields. That's where the real
opportunities often are But you're
not likely to Ixr hired as a chemical
engineer if your major was Muck
literature or feminist history. If you'rv
looking for real opportunity, you should
polish your talent in a discipline that
is needed most bv those who offer

singles by Stuck and Dave Newnam. a fielder's choice by Fyffc,
a single by Flanary, and a triple
by Palsgrove. WSU added two
more nins in the seventh on a
walk to Palsgrove. a single by
Steve Haines, a double by Kevin
Newnam. and a single
McMichael to give WSU a -v> lead
going into the bottom ol the
seventh.
Dale Brannon had been throwing another three hit shutout for
the Raiders, but after retiring the
first batter in the seventh the
roof slowly caved in on the
Raiders. Brannon gave up a
single to Post, walked Coulter,
gave up another single to Roll,
and walked Campbell. Dave
Newnam came in to relieve and
struckout Degroff for the second
out of the inning. Needing just
one more out for a Raider sweep
of the doubleheader Newnam
gave up a single to Kerr, a
double to Meade, and a single to
• Nichols which won the game off
• Earlham. 6-5.

•
I
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Women's team
wit us sixth

I
•

BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer
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Wright State women's Softball
racked up their sixth victory this
season when they won a close
game over C'cdarvillc College
Tuesday at Wright State.
Raiders led the game 2-1 until
the sixth inning when Cedarville
added two runs to their score.
WSU came back with one run
during ihe seventh inning, tieing
Ihe game. 3-3 and throwing it
into two extra innings.
The winning run came to the
Raiders in the ninth inning.
ending the game 4-3. Wright
State.
Raider Deb Shidley and Lynda
Miller were both 3-2 for the
game, each claiming a two-base
hit Vicky Mercer pitched the
winning game.
The women will be up against
Miami University in a doubleheader to be played here this
afternoon at 4 pm. Thcv will be
at bat again tomorrow when they
meet Ohio University at 4 pm.
April 25 sees them on the road
to Columbus to meet Capital.
returning home April 2b to play
against Wittenberg at 4 j>m

•

•

unplanned
pregnancy?
don't know wHat to do?
Armco wants vour plain talk
about equal rights and Jobs
l>x's our message n u k e sense? We'd
like to know what vou think. Your
personal experiences. Facts to prove
or disprove our point. Drop us a line.
We'll send you back a more detailed
report on equal rights and jobs. Our
offer of How to Get a Job. above, tells
you how to write us. Let us hear from
you. We've all got a stake in more
American jobs.

talk over all your
options with

Q/Uomon&ne
Free pregnancy test,
confidential help.

223-3446

ARMCO

V
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Athletic department signs Crotve and Bockhorn
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer
The W r i g h t

fourth in a class of 180 with a

for the district class A A A cham-

A- .ociation: and t w o uncles. Ter-

Press International and was co-

grade point average.

pion

playcr of the year in Southwes-

W S l ' basketball coach Marcus
Jackson said of crowe. " W e are

points per game. Ho was named
to the Daily News All Greater

• »• and H a r o l d also played at UD'.
Of Bockhotn coach Jackson

happy to have a player with
Eddie's ability and character.

Dayton team, and the Journal
Herald Area All-Star team.

expert h i m to become an out-

Eddie will do important things on
the floor that di. not show up on

Basketball is a tradition in the
Bockhorn family as Dave's fa-

standing college player. He progressed a great deal d u r i n g his

the statistics s h e e t . "
The other signee was

ther.

sociated Press and the

State University

Athletic Dpcartment has announced the signing o f two area
basektball stars to national letters of intent to attend W S l i .
The first to sign was Eddie

United

tern Ohio, a Journal Herald allstar. and the Most Valuable
Player in the Southwestern Buckeve League for the last two

guard tor Carlisle

years. H e will also be playing in
the North-South all-star game in
Canton on June 11

High School. He was named to
all-state teams bv hoth the As-

basketball honors. Crowe ranks

Crowe. 6 ' I "

in addition to hi*» numerous

Dave

Bockhorn from Kettering Alter.
Bockhorn was a V 2 " wmgman

Knights,

Arlen

averaging

"Bucky"

17.1

Bockhorn,

starred at the University of Dayton and with the Cinncinati

says. " W e feel Dave is one o f the
best piavers in this area.

We

final year in an outstanding prog r a m at Alter.

Kovals of the National Basketball

Joy Wright receives National Science Foundation award
BY C H E R Y L CONATSER
Guardian Staff Writer
Joy L W r i g h t recently received
a Naitonal Science Foundation

W r i g h t has also received an
award from the Kiwanis Ciub ol

ecciving i< after taking my last
exam ot last quarter. Ii sure was

Wright.
" H e r b talks about the credit

Dayton View, and last November
was nominated for the Danforth

i nice wav to end a quarter.
" I didn't know anything about
NSF until Herb urged me to

being m i n e . " continued W r i g h t ,

in

,-lub award.
" I was really hoping 1 would

apply. Anyone with a good grade

psychology. Over 4.800 of the
nation's students competed for

receive the a w a r d . " explained
W r i g h t . " I found out about

point and GRE scores I urge t o
apply for the a w a r d . " said

(NSF)

the

Graduate

Fellowship

" b u t he is fhe first person that
hired me. recommended me for
the Kiwanis award. 3nd for the

W r i g h t has decided t o continue
her work in psychology in the
field of indiviua! differences in
learning. She is currently worknig at the Vels Reseurch institute
ii; the psychology lab.

NSF award. He has really been
my

guardian

angel."

NSF awards, and 550 re-

ceived the

award

in

different

fields «f science.
According to W r i g h t , the fellowship pays tuition living expenses. so that the students can
devote their full time and efforts
to thcit work. The award also
enables the students to attend
the graduate school .if their
choice. W r i g l i l has chosen the
University o f Washington in Seal tie
To apply for the award W r i g h t

W *

had to till nit an application,
submit transcripts, and GRE
scores. She also had to have four
recommendations.
" I was delighted to hear Jo-,
received the a w a r d . " remarked
Or Herbert C olic, assistant prolessor ot

psychology.

"The

a-

•:..."

v ird was greativ deserved. Joy.
in my opinion, is the best student
i have known in my four years
here."

Tennis team
loses to
Wesley an

4U5:,

BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports W r i t e r
Wright Slate's women's tennis
went down to defeat for the sixth
time this season, leaving their
record so far w ith no wins.
Raiders were able to capture
only one single match from 5-2
Ohio Wesleyan Tuesday afternoon, finalizing the score at 1-8.
OW.
For junior Toni Sturoczewski.
it was her second w i n of the
season as she defeated opponent
Carloca Gra 6-2. b - l .
The women w i l l be on the road
today, meeting Bluffton at 4 p m
at Bluffton. They w i l l return
home Tuesday. A p r i l 26 to challenge Central State at 3 p m at
W r i g h t State courts.
BUSINESS

OPPORIUNITV

Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send S1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 FrankliR Street
Boston. Miss. 12 i l l

Put your expensive eye
behind our inexpensive System 35... and WOW.
Jusi about any o ' the great photographs you see
c o u l d have been taken with Vivitar System 36
Plus one g o o d eye Vivitar System 35 is a most
inexpensive way to get serious about p n o t o g r a p h y
The basic limitation is your o w n creativity and ski!
Vivitar 2 2 0 / S t . 3 5 m m e a r n e r s Center-weighted
match needle m e t e r i n g s y s t e m / S p e e d s from
I / ' 000 to 1 s e c o n d plus " B " for time e x p o ;
sure/ "ilectronic flash sync at 1 / 1 2 5 t h
s e c o n d / U n i v e r s a l thread m o u n t 5 0 m m
I I 8 l e n s / B u it-in hot s h o e / S e l l t i m e r /
Film-in-chan>be>' i n d i c a t o r / A S A Range
25-1600 Vivitar Automatic Electronic
F l a s h U p to 200 flashes from o n e Single

eponi^a e«»! •«* . nil

Vivitar System 35

9 volt alkaline battery Vivitar A u t o m a t i c
1 3 5 m m 12.8 l e n s Super f o c a l l e n j t h
for p o r t r a i t s / A b o u t 2V? times larger i h n n
normal image Vivitar 2X T e l e C o n v e r t e r
Doubles the effective focal length of your
l e n s e s / C o n v e r t s the 5 0 m m lens t o 1 0 0 m m /
the 135mm lens to 2 7 0 m m V i v i t a r E n d u r o
C a s e Carries the entire s y s t e m c o m fortably and securely w h i l e hit 1 ig, cycling,
skung. etc Find the nearest Viviti dealer a n d
ask for a demonstration.
Marketed »n to# U S A by Pr nde' & Best. l«c
Corporate OMices '630 Stewart SW j»t. San'a Mon»ca
CA 90406 m Canada V«vita« Canada l t d /UGe
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For Sale
WATERBED FOR SALE:
queen-size, in very good condition. Also wood frame, liner. and heater, best offer.
Call 426-8719. ask for Lydia
or leave note in bo* El74.
4-19
FOR SALE: Twin bed w/out
mattress; 4 dr dresser; bedside pole-lamp: matching set.
$50 for all 3 pieces, mailbox
E116. 4-19
LIGHT-WEIGHT sofa for sale
$10. Call 426-8719. Ask for
Mark oi Lydia. 4-19
SEX. VIOLENCE and love
stories; Sec them all on a 19"
Motorola Color TV. Extras include an AM/FM radio within
the set. Giving away 20 of
these 2 yr old sets for only
S175 each. Call 323-4915 or
reply mailbox R48. 4-14-4
FOR SALE: 1966 Martin D-2012 twelve string guitar. Excellent condition, must sellsee Mike in 014 BH Phase 1
or 767-7613 evenings-Mialbox
H-160. 1-19
FOR SALE: 3 Siberian pups
AKC, all blue eyes. 2 white, 1
black and white, reply mailbo, i LI or 298-1525. 4-21
FOR SALE: 2 chrome and
black leather director type
chairs. Make offer. Brand
new! Mailbox T172. 4-21
FOR SALE: Siberian Huskies,
Red anrf white. 6 mths old,
AKC registered. 277-9658.
4-21
FOR SALE: Double box
springs and mattress. Mattress is urclhane foam for
gentle but firm support. S20
for both. Inquire at box D18.
4-21
FREE TO GOOD HGMF.-female golden hamster w/cage.
Rescued from biology research. Am going abroad and
can't take her. Please contact
mailbox H249. 4-21
LARGE HEAVY chopping
block table. French kitchen
decor, 36" X 72". S10C.
879-5980 or mailbox 595. 4-2!
ITOH 10-speed, 10 months
old. Good condition. 26 inches. $50. Call 256-7978 after 6
pm or reply mailbox N480.
4-21
NEW "REGENCY ' CB radio
still in original package, never
used. 23 channels. Need to
sell for 555. Originally $85.
Contact Jean: mailbox K598.
4-21

Automobiles
1974 LEMANS, 350 CI. 2bbl.
automatic. power brakes,
power steering, aid cond.
cragers. r.ew tires, 35.000 mi.
Chocolate brown, brown interior. Very sharp. $3,100. Call
879-4985. or 873-2920 aftev 4
pm. 4-7
FOR SALE: '72 Vega. 4•peed, deluxe int. steel belts.
28 ntpg. runs great, some
rust. $895. 878-7568. 4-19
FOR SALE-1968 Opel Wagon
1500 cc. 4 spd trar..v. tires and
body gocd-clean interior, good
transportation $400. Call 2523915. 4-19

•W W ®
1974 DASHER. Only 15.000
miles, like new. Automatic,
radial tires, runs on regular
gas. $2600. Call 293-8754 after 5:00, or leave note in
mailbox K465. 4-19
FOR SALE: I9"5 T o u t * Celica GT-B'MC metallic/white
vinyl top. ivory interior. 5speerf. AM-FM stereo, full instrumentation. 18.000 miles.
!3,t>50. Call 837-0256 after
6:00 pm or leave reply 0526.
4-13
FOR SAIJ-: 1975 Plymouth
Duster. 6 cyl. auto, ps, new
tires, call 27S-2687 after 5
M-f. Anytime on weekends.
4-19
1972 PINTO $550. Fair condition. needs some work
Leave note in mailbox K170
with name, mailbox number
and phone number. 4-19
1971 VEGA Wagon. Air. Luggage rack. 4 spe^d. Call
426-5275. 4-19
FOR SALE: a "62 Corvair. 2
door, excellent gas mileage,
runs
great!!
Everything
works, radio, heater etc..asking $275. Call 222-5750. 4-19
1974 Kawasaki K/ 400. led
Windjammer II Fairing with
factory lowers, luggage rack,
excellent condition, 9,000
miles. Asking S900. On campus call X2980. ask for Diane
or leave message in mailbox
F.I8. 4-19
1967 CADILLAC HEARSEruns like t.cw-still used at
funeral home-many extrascontact box M672. $750 firm.
4-21
WISH TO SELL 1967 Pontiac
Catalina. runs good; Needs
minor repairs. Call 429-1804.
4-21
FOR SALE: 1972 Fiat I28SLexcellent
condition-25-31
mpg-4 spd transmission-front
wheel drive-radial tires-$1800.
Call Paul 1-833-5777 or mailbox 1252. 4-21
FOR SALE: 75 Pinto Runabout, V-6. Blue. Many extras.
excellent
condition.
52500. Call 439 3811 or leave
note in RM'J. 4-^1
THE S P O S n ECONOMY car
1972 Wga Hatchback. 4
speed. 4 .vi'-.ider. Must sell,
excellent condition, some
rust. Mike, A337 or 878-1932.
4-21
67 OLDS CUTLASS 442 , 400
cid. 12'/J to one pistons. .637
lift. General Kinetics cam. 455
SD heads with competition
values and triple springs. Offenhauser 360 degrees dual
quad tunnel ram with (2) 600
cfm
$2,000 or best offer
serious inquiries only. Call
Willy after 4:00 at 236-2992.
Or leave name and phone no
in mailbox J371. 4-21

For fiQnj
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE to
rent room. Non-smoker, kitchen privileges, nt-ar WSU,
WPAFB. 25 wk. 879-4208.
4-21
STRAIGHT FEMALE needs
same to share apt at Bonnie
Villa as soon as possible. 5110
per mo. Covers all. Reply
T172. 4-21

FOK KENT: 1 bedroom duplex apt in Yellow Springs.
Unfurnished. Avaiable after
May 1. 767-7M3 eves. A
mailbox H-I5C. 4-19
MALE ROOMMATE needed;
$"'0 per mo. Covers everything. drop note in MB D237.
4-21
NONSMOKING
PERSON
wanted to share furn 2 bdrm
apt 6 miles from Wright State.
Includes W-W carpeting, air
conditioning, and a balcony,
ail utilities paid. R«*nt only $90
a month. Call Ron at 2549644 after 5 pm, 4-19

Help "Wanted
PART TIME ATrENDENT for
handicapped student. Must be
able to drive automatic van,
take dictation and assist in
personal care. Must have own
transportation, and reliable
and be dependable. Good salary. Call Karen at 233-6231.
Call immediately. 4-14-4
HOUSE CLEANING person
needed. Northwest area. Flexible hours. Call ext 3050.
4-19
HELP WANTED: Hclpl We
need a babysitter in our home
across from WSU for our one
year old son on Tues. Wed.
and Thurs between 11:30 am
and 3:30 pm. 75 cents perhour
plus lunch. Reply mailbox
5-95 or call 879-5980. 4-19
BEGINNER TENNIS player
needs immediate player to
help. Practice tennis on Saturdays. Serious player only,
please. Interested party call
ext 3090 from 7-3:30 M thru
Friday. 4-21
PART-Time Job every other
Saturday. 7 an.-12 noon. Lab
work; first or second year biology
students
preferred.
Downtown, call 223-2700 and
ask for Charme DeVine for
more information. 4-21

Share-a-Rlde
RIDE NEEDED FROM Centerville area during Summer
A. Mon-Thurs. around 9:00
am. call 433-7649. 4-21

Lpfft fe Foynd
LOST-1 pair of eye glasses,
photo gray, brown plastic
rims, brown case, reward.
879-4985 or 873-2920 after
4:00 pm. 4-7
LOST: A green old notebook,
calculus and geography. Lost
in Miilett or lobby in Allyn. If
found please contact mailbox
K168. Very important! 4-19
ZEKE is gone. If anyone has
information of that favorite
K-lot bus canine, (the red one
with a white chest and a stripe
down his nose) piease tell Cid
at the library circulation desk,
or call 879-1774. 4-19
LOST: one Se-jtt Jennings. If
found, well....? 4-21

Services
TUTORING. Chemistry. Some
math. Dr. Farrier. 298-2088
4-12-7
TYPING IN my home. Fast,
reasonable, accurate. Call
879-1606. 4-14-5

WEDDING MUSIC Played to
order. Choose classical guitar
pieces or any popular vocal
song you want. Call Jim
McCutcheon. 233-7479. 4-19

WantecT
W ANTED: 2 copies of the Pictorial Anatomy of the Fetal
Pig (second edition by Gilbert). Contact Tim in 014 BH.
4-19
LOOKING FOR good running
motorcycle 400 or smaller.
Reply TI72. 4-21

Miscellaneous
SUBSIDIZED summer trips to
Israel, Stay on kibbutz. Swim
in Red Sea. Get University
credits. Israel Programs. 1580
Summit! Road. Cincinnati.
Ohio 45237, (513) 761-7500.
4-5-8
OUR BELOVED family dog,
Sherlock, has packed his bag
due to allergies in family. 1 yr
old. Bcagic mix, snazzy spirited. affectionate, ready for
obedience training at SICSH.
He is waiting there. Need a
good pal? Call 435-3465. 4-19
THE WSU Ebony Majcstic
Singers will host their first
anniwersary May 1. 1977 in
the University cafeteria al
3:30 pm. It will bf opne to the
entire student body. Admission is free. 4-19

MAY DAZE is Friday. May 13
and you know what that
means, Yes indeed its time
once again for the Cpl Klinger
Drag Race and the Hot-Lips
Hustle. Sponsored, for your
pleasure and ours, by the
VEO. Registration begins
May 2. 4-21
RUGBY PLAYERS: There will
be an important (aren't they
all?) meeting Tuesday, April
26 &t 8 pm in 043 University
Center. Please atteno' or contact Dan Miracle for info. 4-21
ARTISANS AND eraftspersons interested in displaying
and selling their work at the
June fifth Oregon historic
district's "Old Fashion Fair"
contact Jenny 228-4444. 4-21
RECENT ISSUES Of Akwesasne Notes, an American
Indian Newspaper, are available (50 cents per issue) in
Miilett Lobby on Mondays
from 2:30-4, and on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 3:304:30. Notes is the official
paper for the American Indian
Movement (AIM). 4-21
AVON COUNTRY cupboard
strawberry or peach bubbling
bath foam now on sale for
52.99 (reg 4.50). Relax in a
tub of your favorite flavor of
Bubble bath-matching talc on
sale for $1.49 (reg 2.50). For
ordering information and a
free catalog, contact Holly
Deiser, Avon Representative,
mailbox C52 or phone 8787400. 4-21

&
JULIE, You are every ting I've
dreamed of. Soon I hope we
meet, and you can be mine for
ever. Your Secret Admirer.
4-19

IX) TALL, blind and nandsome Seotty O. ali the girls
scream Whoo-oo-ooH 4-39
TO ALL TREKKIES: Trek r.n
down to UDArena Friday nitc.
April 29. at 7 pm. The Great
Bird of the Galaxy himsill will
talk about Star Trek. The
Blooper Reels and the first
piiot will .also be shown
Tickets are $4.50 and $5.S0
Call the ticket box office for
details, Amabassador. 4-19
TO THE
PONZ.
BabyYou set my light on fire.
And you know I'm not a liar,
so
belt
a
barley,
on the back of my Harley.
Wooo. Anonymous. 4-19
CHEER UP ACE. It's almost
over. Besides you stil! have
me! Love, Slick. 4-19
TO THE SECRETARIES of
the Dean of Students office.
Eddie. Shirley. Becky, and
Mindy, who make me feel at
home with their assistance
and help. Thanks to the De*~
for these smiley, nice ladio.
4-19
THE LADIES OF DELTA zeta
wish to thank the men of Phi
Kappc Tau for the good party
Friday nite. Let's do it again!
4-19
AUX Socurs Podgornv: What
does a phacochere see when
he looks in the mirror? Answer: Another phacochere of
course. 4-19
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
Tom! It's been two years of
sheer bliss. I can't wait to see
what happens next year. Love
ind smoochies. Debbie. 4-19
TO THE FUZZY who wishes
to be terrorized: We are willing to molest, abuse, inebri
ate. and even defuzz you. but
only on our terms! WSU Local
351 Terrorist-The Fuzz Buster. 4-19
B PODGORNY: You can sing
"Blue Champagne" in the
Andes with me anytime. 4-19
TO ROBIN. Why won't you
give mc your furry rock? I
saw him first!! Mate it with
another funny rock and give
me one of the babies! Candy.
1-19
TO THE GREAT BIRD and
Ambassador A: There is an
imposter within our ranks!! I
state that I am the true Ambassador and that A is a
Klingon spy sent to create
suspicion within our ranks!
Beware!! The terrible tribble
will trap you!! Amb^-.sade<
Mittag. 4-19
TO L: Seeing you 5 hours isn't
enough. I have to have mere.
Thanks for being there when 1
need you. Love L. 4-19
TO BETA THJTTA PI and Phi
Kappa Tau-Thanks so much
for helping us Saturday night
ruch at University of Citkey.
Had a great time-Zet* Tau
Alpha. 4-21
AUX SOEURS Podgomy (aka
runnervup to the annual Laraiife Newman Look alike Pageant) Remember "problem"
spelled backwards is "raeiborp " And don't forget.
"Look for the Union Label."
Dogteeth. 4-19

